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the neediest workers. Nevertheless, especially between 1905 and
1910, the net social gain was great. Unhappily from the latter
year the building stopped. There may have been several causes,
but the one most commonly assigned was the 1909 budget.
Builders of cheap small houses, cutting the profit on bricks and
mortar to zero, looked to recoup themselves by the increment
on land. The budget's threat to this destroyed their confidence.
By 1914 overcrowding was again on the increase.
Private motor-cars, though rapidly improving, did not affect
as yet the siting of houses. Indeed, save for London motor-
omnibuses and taxicabs, the early uses of the petrol-engine on
roads were almost entirely luxurious. Cars remained costly;
only rich men owned them; and as they dashed along the old
narrow untarred carriage-ways, frightening the passer-by on
their approach and drenching him in dust as they receded,
they seemed visible symbols of the selfishness of arrogant wealth.
Few things, for a decade or so, did more to aggravate class-
feeling. After the 1909 budget set up the Road Board, money
became available for tarring thoroughfares; and the dust nuis-
ance, which in many places had grown intolerable, gradually
disappeared. The first utilitarian purpose to which cars were
widely put was the visiting of patients by doctors. But it was
only after the National Insurance Act of 1911 had enriched the
majority of practitioners that this use became universal.
The aeroplane was an American invention, developed in
France and chiefly by Frenchmen. Neither British nor Germans
were concerned in it; but after the events of 1909—the Rheims
air meeting and Bl£riot's crossing of the Channel—the war
offices of both countries took it up. By 1914 Great Britain had
a few keen army aviators, but had done nothing foreshadowing
her future eminence in this sphere. Germany entered the War
stronger in the air than any other belligerent.
In wireless telegraphy, on the other hand, though the leading
inventor was an Italian, Great Britain took the chief part in
developing his invention. In 1901 the first transatlantic wireless
message was sent from Poldhu in Cornwall to Newfoundland.
But the feature in the invention making special appeal to English-
men was its applicability to ships. For the first time in history a
vessel crossing the ocean could maintain throughout her voyage
direct communication with other vessels and with the land.
.In the greatest marine disaster of this period—the loss on her

